New Perspectives On Microsoft Access 2013, Comprehensive
Synopsis

With proven pedagogy that emphasizes critical-thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage, New Perspectives helps students develop the Microsoft Office 2013 skills they need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new case-based tutorials, NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT ACCESS 2013 continues to engage students in applying skills to real-world situations, making concepts relevant. A new Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial on Managing Your Files helps students navigate Windows 8. As always, New Perspectives improves learning outcomes and transference of skills by helping students understand why what they’re learning is important.
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Customer Reviews

I normally don’t write reviews for books, but this book is fantastic!!! I’ve taken a lot of Microsoft courses and this is the best step-by-step book I’ve used. The steps were easy to follow and didn’t leave you in the dark some some of the other Microsoft books. There’s nothing worse than using a computer book that seems to skip steps throughout every process. I would highly recommend this book!

This product completed its purpose in that is gave me the directions needed to complete assignments but, that was about it. To read the book you have to use the kindle app which for me
was not very user friendly. The content in this text was also sometimes very unclear making completing steps difficult. Overall its an ok textbook its doesn’t explain things in great detail. the text generally assumes you will just copy the tutorial steps and thats learning. To me understanding is learning not just copying. in any case if you need the book for class and don’t have time to get a physical copy of a pdf version than this will work but, i would recommend going for a different version if you can. I got a B+ using this book and i skipped a few assignments so i can say that it does work. Just have the internet as a backup if you dont understand things.Kindle app issues the kindle app has major problems with scrolling pages. For example if you need to scan through a chapter to find what your looking for you have to use the mouse wheel to go from one page to the next the only other option i found was using the pagedown button but that did not show the bottom of the page. There is a search function but that's not user friendly either.

Access is a VERY DIFFICULT program & this book does its best to explain it. Expressions need to be clarified more. I do not think I will be claiming Access as one of my office "skills" (& I got a B out of the course).

This is a good book for someone with no familiarity with Access. If you are already fairly proficient, this book will drive you crazy as it walks you through literally every mouse click. If you don’t know Access, it’s fine. However, even if you do know Access, this book does have a few tricks you can learn about tables and queries so it’s not a total waste of time. But, the book is definitely for beginners. It would be nice to have a follow-up to this that focuses more on the VBA and macro programming aspects.

This textbook was required for my class Database Fundamentals. It is an excellent text and reference book. The text is well written, with each section including an introduction to the concepts and functions being taught, a write-up of how something can be accomplished in story format, and detailed step-by-step instructions for how to complete the tasks. In addition to the strong writing, the book accommodates the more visual learner as well. Each new concept includes a pictorial overview, the step-by-step instructions include screenshots, and captions and side notes supplement the material by highlighting important points and providing tips and tricks. There are a great number of exercises available for each chapter, as well as section summary questions to test your knowledge along the way.
Great resource for developing an Access database. Glad to have found something that doesn’t reference business models and actually uses a health model. Unfortunately, I still need to find a book that covers more complicated areas of Access database development, and if it focused on participant tracking that would be great.

Bought this book for a class. It was a good tutorial. Lots of pictures and step by step explanations. Also had a decent index and glossary for terms.

Access 2013 meet the requirement, I am just loving learning the skill of Access. Wish it came with a Disc. Lol!Kip Magee